
Primarily a self-taught software developer with a broad spectrum of skills extending beyond writing code. My
expertise encompasses web application development, technical writing, and growth marketing. While my core
proficiency lies in full-stack JavaScript, I have experience (or at least explored) with multiple technology stacks
such as PHP, Ruby, and C#/.NET.

Beyond professional pursuits, I have several hobbies: I enjoy playing chess (1. e4), practicing Jiu-Jitsu, and
reading extensively, with a particular interest in philosophical texts.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Founder · Content Creator · Developer | Jan 2022 - Present

Within a year, “JavaScript Today” achieved the top position on Google
as a testament to dedicated efforts. I oversaw the development of the
entire platform, including the newsletter and blog, with several
upcoming projects set for launch.

Front-end Developer | May 2023 - Present

Initially hired as a front-end developer, I quickly became proficient in
C#/.NET, TSQL, and mobile development using React Native. My
daily responsibilities included bug fixes, feature development, and
other related tasks.

Subject Matter Expert | Oct 2023 - Dec 2023

Hired as a contractor to author a new full-stack web development
program. My responsibilities included writing course curriculum, lesson
plans, and scripts for video lectures.

JavaScript Today

Hamlin & Associates Inc.

CompTIA

Software Developer · Instructor | Jan 2023 - Aug 2023 

Developed course curriculum, assisted students with technical issues,
and implemented unit tests featuring algorithmic challenges.

KodeDen

Software Developer | Jan 2022 - Mar 2022

Hired to update and enhance an outdated web application utilizing
Vue, Node, and MongoDB.

United Water Restoration Group 

MATTHEW FAY
S O F T W A R E  D E V E L O P E R  ·  W R I T E R  

EDUCATION

CERTIFICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS

CompTIA Network + Understanding Networks (2019)
Ethical Hacking with JavaScript (2019)
Stanford Online Computer Science 101 (2015)

freeCodeCamp
 2015 - 2016
 Front-End & Backend Web Development

HTML/CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, NodeJS, ReactJS,
jQuery, OOP and Functional Programming, JSON
APIs and Ajax

Fundamentals of JavaScript (2018)
Lessons were published on Highbrow after
thorough review by their editorial team

EXPERTISE

PROJECTS

JavaScript Today
A newsletter/blog with 10,000 monthly
readers and 4,400 followers on
Facebook

Flagler Chess
A Bulma-built website promoting chess
games in Flagler County

Agōgē Week 
A blog inspired by Stoic philosophy

Jitsu Journal 
A journal app for Jiu-Jitsu practitioners built with VueJS,
NodeJS, and React Native for mobile (demo)

Software Developer | Jan 2019 - Mar 2022

Developed a web application to assist the production team’s inventory
tracking. 

Gentex Corporation

+1 (386) 302 - 8561

faymatt96@gmail.comPalm Coast, Florida 
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